GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/03/2015

HIGHLIGHTS

CANAZEI A FOUR-DAYS BIG FEAST

The “Gran festa da d’Istà” is organised by White Cross and Fire Dept. of
Canazei.

From today to Sunday 6th in Strèda Pareda road the 36° “Gran Festa da
d’Istà” kicks off to reunite all the Ladin people of the Dolomites and
celebrate the summer ending all together.Delicious traditional cuisine a
lot of music with numerous folk bands on stage. Today at 7 pm start with
traditional food and at 8 pm in Marconi square takes place the grand
opening ceremony with the first beer barrel tapping and parade to the
big tent where at 8.30 pm the folk band Die Pucher” start the party.
Tomorrow music entertainment with “Die Muertztaler” and on Saturday
during lunch time and after dinner “Carinthia Sextett” will be on stage.
On Sunday closing day and grand parade at 2.30 p.m. of the Ladin people
with brass bands and folkloristic groups wearing “guants” (traditional
dresses).

Today in the valley
HANDICRAFT MARKET

Itineraries
FROM MOENA TO RONCHI

STRADA ROMA - VIGO FROM 8 A.M.

This easy walk starts from Ramon Square in Moena: walk upwards
and towards the traffic light, pass the bridge, and ascend the
stairway on the right that brings you to Street de Someda, at the
end of which you will find the lovely hamlet of Someda. Continue
walking right along the Street de Sèn Roch upwards, follow this
street that crosses the hamlet, and turn off it. While walking, you
will pass by the First World War Austrian Fort. Keeping the river Rif
the Sèn Pelegrin on your right side, you will appreciate a pleasant
landscape. Keep going on until you reach Ronchi, near the station
of Lusia cable car. The route is paved, easy and alternates flat
stretches with slightly steep ones. Go back along the same route:
make your way to Someda, and then Moena.

Curious objects to buy among the stand of the association “Creativi
del Trentino”.

THE STRUDEL SECRETS
MALGA ALOCH – POZZA 4 P.M.

Ingredients, doses, making and little tricks to make the traditional
sweet of the Dolomites a real delicates.

GREAT WAR AND TOURISM
PARISH THEATRE - CAMPITELLO 9 P.M.

The influence of the First World War on tourism development in Val di
Fassa explained by the librarian Domenico Volcan.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 4 FROM 7 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

TANDEM FLIGHT

UNFOGETTABLE EXPERIENCE FLYING OVER THE VALLEY WITH AN
EXPERT INSTRUCTOR. ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID
EXCURSION).
SEPTEMBER 4 8.30 A.M. - MOENA

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN DAIRIES
DISCOVERING THE MOUNTAIN CATTLE BREEDING AT MALGA
BOCCHE. (PAID ACTIVITY).

Did you know that...
One upon a time in Val di Fassa, men used to get married at
around thirty, when they demonstrated the standards imposed by
the society. They should be indeed "Cristina, san e procurer l pans"
(Ladin for Christian, healthy and able to provide for bread).
Generally loves blossomed during the summertime on the
mountains’ pastures at high altitude or during the winter in the
"stua" (room where family spend time together), during the
evening vigils, when parents, girls and boys met to chat and listen
old stories and Ladin legends.

SEPTEMBER 4 9.30 A.M. - VIGO

FREERIDE LESSON

EXCITING GUIDED RIDE ALONG SINGLES TRACKS AND PARKS.
ENROLMENTS: SPORT CHECK POINT (PAID ACTIVITY).
Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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